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Abstract 

The legends of Khasak, a mystical village in the novel by O. V. Vijayan encompass a world filled with 

enigmatic tales and spiritual quests. When considering these legends through the lens of space theory, one can 

uncover intriguing parallels and symbolic connections. Space theory delves into the profound interplay 

between physical spaces and the human psyche, exploring how the environment shapes our experiences and 

perceptions. In Khasak, the physical landscape serves as a canvas upon which the characters' inner journeys 

unfold, blurring the boundaries between reality and imagination. The village of Khasak itself represents a 

liminal space, suspended between the tangible and the transcendent. Its lush, untamed terrain embodies the 

mysteries and possibilities of the cosmos. Just as space theory suggests that physical spaces hold cultural and 

psychological significance, Khasak becomes a symbolically charged realm, housing both the collective 

unconscious and individual spiritual quests. The characters navigate this multidimensional space, grappling 

with their inner conflicts and seeking enlightenment. By intertwining the legends of Khasak with space theory, 

one can interpret the village as a microcosm of the vast universe, where each person's existence intertwines 

with the cosmic forces that shape their destinies. The legends of Khasak converge with the principles of space 

theory, illuminating the profound connection between physical spaces and the human psyche. As the characters 

traverse the mystical landscapes of Khasak, they embark on transformative journeys that mirror the exploration 

of the unknown and the search for meaning within the universe. The legends intertwine with the cosmic forces, 

blurring the lines between reality and the fantastical, revealing deeper insights into the human condition and 

the intricate interplay between inner and outer spaces. 
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Introduction 

The intricate relationship between culture, material conditions, and physical spaces forms the foundation for 

analyzing literary works within the framework of cultural materialism and space theory. This paper delves into 

the novel "Legends of Khasak" by O.V. Vijayan, employing these theoretical lenses to illuminate the profound 

influence of the social, economic, and historical realities of the Palakkad district on the novel's themes, 

narratives, and characters. By examining the interplay between cultural practices and material factors, as well 

as the significance of physical landscapes and locations, we gain valuable insights into the nuanced portrayal 

of the social fabric and the human experience within the novel. 
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Cultural materialism, as a theoretical framework, emphasizes the reciprocal relationship between culture and 

material conditions. It highlights how economic and social factors shape cultural practices and meanings, 

unveiling how social structures and hierarchies mold the lives of individuals in a given community. In the 

context of "Legends of Khasak," cultural materialism sheds light on the exploration of caste divisions, religious 

beliefs, and social hierarchies within Palakkad. These elements reflect the material conditions and power 

dynamics prevalent in the region, exposing the profound impact of social structures on the lives of the 

characters. Furthermore, the economic conditions of the region, such as agricultural practices and the lingering 

effects of colonialism, are intricately woven into the fabric of the novel. The agricultural landscapes, village 

life, and interactions between characters are all influenced by the economic realities of Palakkad. By grounding 

the narrative in these material conditions, "Legends of Khasak" presents a nuanced portrayal of the social and 

economic dynamics at play, providing a rich tapestry of interconnected stories and experiences.  

Space theory, on the other hand, examines how physical spaces and landscapes shape human experiences and 

social interactions. Within the novel, the geographical landscape of Palakkad assumes a central role in shaping 

the narrative and the lives of the characters. Through vivid descriptions, the novel captures the vibrant 

landscapes, meandering rivers, and majestic mountains, which metaphorically signify the depths of human 

emotions and existential dilemmas. These physical spaces serve as a canvas for exploring the characters' 

journeys, their sense of identity, and their interactions with the environment. Moreover, specific locations 

within Palakkad, such as the village of Thasrak and the farmhouse where Vijayan stayed, become integral to 

the story. These spaces hold personal memories and experiences for the author, infusing the novel with a sense 

of nostalgia, intimacy, and familiarity. By analyzing "Legends of Khasak" through the lens of space theory, we 

gain insights into how the characters' experiences are influenced by the spaces they inhabit and how the 

physical setting reflects and shapes their emotions and perceptions. 

Cultural materialism 

By employing cultural materialism and space theory to analyze "Legends of Khasak," we aim to unravel the 

intricate interplay between culture, society, and geography in shaping literary works and the human experience. 

This analysis provides a deeper understanding of how the material conditions of the Palakkad district and the 

physical spaces within it contribute to the novel's themes, characters, and narrative. As we embark on this 

exploration, we uncover the profound ways in which culture, materiality, and physical environments intertwine 

to create a captivating literary masterpiece. Cultural materialism, developed by Raymond Williams, offers an 

analytical framework that examines the relationship between culture, material conditions, and power structures 

in society. It emphasizes how economic, social, and political factors shape cultural practices, beliefs, and 

ideologies. In "Legends of Khasak," the novel illustrates this relationship through the depiction of social 

hierarchies influenced by the caste system, showcasing power dynamics and inequalities. Cultural materialism 

recognizes both determinism and agency, acknowledging that material conditions influence cultural practices 

while individuals and communities also shape their culture. The novel portrays characters facing economic 

struggles, and making choices influenced by their material circumstances. Cultural hegemony, the dominance 

of certain groups' ideas, values, and norms, is evident in the portrayal of dominant cultural practices and 

traditions within the community. Ideologies, produced and disseminated through various means, impact 

characters' lives and actions in the novel. The exploration of cultural practices and resistance to dominant 

norms highlights how culture can contribute to social change. Overall, these concepts in "Legends of Khasak" 

provide a foundation for analyzing the social, political, and economic structures and their effects on the 

characters' lives. 
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Cultural materialism, developed by Raymond Williams, is an analytical framework that examines the 

relationship between culture, material conditions, and power structures within a society. It emphasizes how 

economic, social, and political factors influence cultural practices, beliefs, and ideologies. In the novel 

"Legends of Khasak," the portrayal of social hierarchies influenced by the caste system demonstrates the 

impact of material conditions on cultural production. The concept of determinism and agency highlights how 

individuals and communities shape their culture within the constraints of their material circumstances. 

Hegemony, the dominance of certain ideas and values, is evident through the portrayal of dominant cultural 

practices and traditions. Ideology plays a significant role in shaping characters' lives and actions, while cultural 

practices and resistance can contribute to social change. Applying cultural materialism to the analysis of 

"Legends of Khasak" enables an exploration of the social, political, and economic structures depicted in the 

novel and their effects on the characters' lives. 

It explores the relationship between culture, material conditions, and power structures. It emphasizes the base 

and superstructure, where the base represents material production conditions and the superstructure 

encompasses cultural aspects. Determinism and agency recognize both material conditions' influence on 

culture and individuals' active role in shaping it. Hegemony examines power dynamics and dominant practices, 

while ideology analyses the role of dominant ideas in shaping culture. Social change explores how cultural 

practices can contribute to transformation. Applying cultural materialism to "Legends of Khasak" allows for 

analysis of how material conditions, power dynamics, and ideologies shape the characters' actions and beliefs.  

In "Legends of Khasak," cultural materialism allows for an examination of the novel's portrayal of social 

hierarchies, class struggles, power structures, political climate, and economic realities. By analyzing these 

aspects, we gain insights into the dynamics of power, inequalities, and the influence of social, political,  and 

economic factors on the characters' lives and interactions within the narrative. By analyzing the characters' 

interactions with the material world, a cultural materialism approach to "Legends of Khasak" provides insights 

into how material conditions, desires, and power dynamics shape the characters' identities, actions, and 

relationships. This analysis adds depth to our understanding of the novel's exploration of culture, social 

dynamics, and individual agency. 

Exploration of Power Dynamics, Class Struggles, and Cultural Hegemony in The Narrative In the captivating 

novel "Legends of Khasak," written by O.V. Vijayan, the narrative intertwines cultural materialism with the 

vivid depiction of a rural community in Khasak. Through the carefully chosen lines and passages, the author 

immerses readers in a world where the tangible aspects of culture, such as religious practices, economic 

transformations, and political ideologies, shape the lives of its inhabitants. These glimpses into the cultural 

materialism of Khasak unveil a rich tapestry of traditions, beliefs, and societal changes that underpin the 

experiences of the characters. From the worship of deities to the emergence of industries, and from political 

activism to the blending of religious and political symbols, "Legends of Khasak" offers a profound exploration 

of the intricate relationship between culture and the material conditions of life.  

"Mariyamma was the Goddess of Smallpox, worshipped by the Hindu lower castes who appeased her 

with toddy and obscene songs." 

This line reflects the cultural materialism of the Hindu lower castes in Khasak. The mention of Mariyamma as 

a goddess indicates their religious beliefs and the practice of worshipping deities specific to their caste. 

Offering toddy and singing obscene songs as appeasement reflects their cultural rituals and practices associated 

with religious worship. 

"Nizam Ali left Khasak the next day to become a beedi-roller in Attar's factory." 
This line portrays the impact of industrialization and economic factors on the lives of individuals in Khasak. 

Nizam Ali's decision to leave the village and work in a beedi factory signifies the shift from traditional agrarian 

livelihoods to factory-based employment. It reflects the influence of economic opportunities and the changing 

dynamics of labor and occupations in the community due to the development of industries.  

"Muslim trade unionists visited Attar and told him these processions were evil and their slogans 

satanic. The right-wing Congressmen had an even scarier story - they said the Russians were coming. 

Attar listened quietly." 

This quote touches upon the political aspects of Khasak. The visit of Muslim trade unionists and their 

opposition to the processions and slogans indicates political activism and the presence of trade unions in the 

community. The mention of right-wing Congressmen and the fear of Russian influence highlights the political 

ideologies and narratives prevailing at that time. Attar's attentive listening signifies the awareness and 

engagement of individuals with political discourse and the diverse perspectives within the community.  

"All old red lungis were torn into flags for the processionists, and the vanguard carried the Quran and 

a portrait of Stalin. Slogans ripped the peace of Koomankavu:  

'Anglo-American exploitation - Murdabad!' 'Oppressor M Attar - Murdabad!' 

'Inquilab-Zindabad!' 
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This line showcases the cultural materialism related to political activism and resistance. The tearing of old red 

lungis (traditional garments) into flags and the carrying of the Quran and a portrait of Stalin symbolize the 

merging of religious and political symbols in protest processions. The slogans, such as denouncing Anglo-

American exploitation and criticizing the oppressive actions of M. Attar, reflect the political consciousness, 

anti-imperialism, and calls for revolution ("Inquilab-Zindabad!") among the processionists. 

By identifying and analyzing these symbols and metaphors in "Legends of Khasak," one can better understand 

the cultural values, beliefs, and ideologies embedded within the narrative. These literary devices provide layers 

of meaning, offering insights into the characters' journeys, the societal dynamics, and the broader cultural 

context portrayed in the novel. 

Space theory 

The legends of Khasak, a mystical village in the novel by O. V. Vijayan, encompass a world filled with 

enigmatic tales and spiritual quests. When considering these legends through the lens of space theory, one can 

uncover intriguing parallels and symbolic connections. Space theory delves into the profound interplay 

between physical spaces and the human psyche, exploring how the environment shapes our experiences and 

perceptions. In Khasak, the physical landscape serves as a canvas upon which the characters' inner journeys 

unfold, blurring the boundaries between reality and imagination. The village of Khasak itself represents a 

liminal space, suspended between the tangible and the transcendent. Its lush, untamed terrain embodies the 

mysteries and possibilities of the cosmos. Just as space theory suggests that physical spaces hold cultural and 

psychological significance, Khasak becomes a 

symbolically charged realm, housing both the collective unconscious and individual spiritual quests. The 

characters navigate this multidimensional space, grappling with their inner conflicts and seeking 

enlightenment. By intertwining the legends of Khasak with space theory, one can interpret the village as a 

microcosm of the vast universe, where each person's existence intertwines with the cosmic forces that shape 

their destinies. 

The legends of Khasak converge with the principles of space theory, illuminating the profound connection 

between physical spaces and the human psyche. As the characters traverse the mystical landscapes of Khasak, 

they embark on transformative journeys that mirror the exploration of the unknown and the search for meaning 

within the universe. The legends intertwine with the cosmic forces, blurring the lines between reality and the 

fantastical, revealing deeper insights into the human condition and the intricate interplay between inner and 

outer spaces. Space theory provides a valuable lens for literary analysis, allowing scholars and critics to delve 

into the intricate relationship between literature and geography. By examining the spatial dimensions within a 

text, deeper meanings, symbolic associations, and cultural contexts embedded within the narrative can be 

uncovered. In the case of "Legends of Khasak" by O. V. Vijayan, published in 1969, the application of space 

theory offers a comprehensive analysis of how geographic spaces and settings contribute to the themes, 

character development, and cultural dynamics portrayed in the novel. 

One key aspect to consider is Khasak as a symbolic space. Analyzing its physical layout, geographical features, 

and cultural practices helps reveal the profound meanings associated with the space. Khasak can be seen as a 

microcosm of society, reflecting the social hierarchies, power dynamics, and cultural traditions prevalent in 

rural Kerala. By examining the spatial aspects of Khasak, such as its physical boundaries, central locations, 

and peripheral areas, the analysis unveils how the village embodies specific cultural values and social 

structures. Furthermore, spatial boundaries within the narrative reflect the power dynamics and social 

hierarchies of Khasak. The separation between different caste groups or the restricted access to certain spaces 

provides insights into the social divisions and inequalities present within the village. The physical layout of 

Khasak can be understood as a manifestation of the social order and the cultural practices that perpetuate it. 

Symbolic landscapes play a significant role in the novel, such as the river, the forest, and the agricultural fields. 

These landscapes carry symbolic associations and contribute to the overall thematic and emotional resonance 

of the narrative. Analyzing the characters' interactions with these landscapes uncovers their inner struggles, 

desires, and transformative journeys. The spatial representation of these landscapes reflects the characters' 

psychological states, their connection to nature, and the larger thematic concerns of the novel. In addition, 

"Legends of Khasak" explores imagined spaces and utopian visions. Characters yearn for alternative places 

and idealize certain spaces as symbols of freedom, fulfillment, or escape from their current circumstances. 

Analyzing these imagined spaces provides insights into the characters' aspirations, their desire for change, and 

their relationship with the physical environment. It also sheds light on how spatial imaginaries shape their 

actions and decisions. 

By applying space theory to "Legends of Khasak," one can uncover the spatial dimensions of the narrative and 

how they contribute to the novel's thematic concerns, character development, and cultural dynamics. This 

analysis enhances our understanding of the complex relationship between literature, geography, and how space 

influences human experiences and interactions. 
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"Ravi was aware of a melange of sounds and sights - a mother calling her daughter home, the arcane 

name stretched out like a melody; whistling pigeons and hosts of other 

querulous perches in the green; a water buffalo, its horns raised in alarm at the sight of strangers; the 

swift-flowing brook, its banks aflame with flowering screw pine; a flight of complaining crows rising in 

the distance like pterodactyls into the crystal arches of the sun." 
This passage describes a sensory experience that Ravi, a character in the novel, is aware of. It portrays a vivid 

picture of the sounds and sights present in Khasak. The mother calling her daughter home with an "arcane 

name stretched out like a melody" suggests a sense of familiarity, the unique character of the village, and the 

interconnectedness of the community. The whistling pigeons and other birds symbolize the liveliness and 

natural beauty of the surroundings. The presence of a water buffalo with its horns raised in alarm indicates the 

villagers' response to unfamiliar or disruptive elements in their environment. The swift-flowing brook with 

flowering screw pine on its banks highlights the vibrant and lush nature of Khasak. The description of the flight 

of complaining crows rising in the distance like pterodactyls into the crystal arches of the sun creates a sense 

of awe and wonder, connecting the present moment to ancient and mythical imagery. The passage paints a rich 

sensory landscape, immersing the reader in the sights and sounds of Khasak. It captures the essence of the 

village, its natural surroundings, and the harmonious yet dynamic relationship between humans and nature.  

"Behind Khasak stood the mountain, Chetali, its crown of rock jutting over the paddies below. Wild 

beehives, one waxed to the other, hung in immense formations underneath the rock, inaccessible to 

man." 
Regarding the depiction of Khasak, it describes the physical features of the village and its surroundings: This 

description highlights the geographical elements of Khasak. The mountain, Chetali, symbolizes a towering 

presence, perhaps representing the enduring nature of the land and its connection to the village's identity. The 

mountain's crown of rock creates a dramatic visual image and reinforces the idea of an unyielding backdrop 

for the village. The mention of wild beehives hanging in immense formations underneath the rock signifies the 

abundant and untamed nature of the environment. It suggests a sense of mystery and inaccessibility, 

emphasizing the untouched and primal aspects of Khasak s surroundings. Overall, these descriptions of Khasak 

provide readers with a vivid sense of the village's physical environment, its relationship with nature, and the 

unique features that shape the characters' experiences and interactions. 

"The wind sang among the bamboo in a strange low voice, gathering up handfuls of dry leaves and 

pelting them against the tin roofs. They beat out an ominous drumming sound as if the village were 

besieged by invisible foes." 

This passage describes the atmospheric sounds in Khasak. The wind's song among the bamboo creates a 

haunting and mysterious ambiance. The gathering of dry leaves and their pelting against tin roofs symbolizes 

an approaching storm or a sense of impending danger. The drumming sound adds to the atmosphere of tension, 

suggesting that the village is under threat from unseen forces. It creates an aura of mystery and sets the stage 

for potential conflicts or challenges in the narrative. 

"The village banyan tree, its aerial roots reaching out to gather the earth to itself like the  legs of a 

massive spider, was the refuge of bats and various other unnameable creatures of the dark."  
This line presents a vivid image of the village banyan tree. The banyan tree is known for its extensive aerial 

roots, which give it a sprawling and captivating appearance. The comparison to the legs of a massive spider 

adds a touch of intrigue and may evoke a sense of unease. The fact that it serves as a refuge for bats and other 

unnameable creatures of the dark suggests that the tree harbors a hidden ecosystem and serves as a sanctuary 

for mysterious and nocturnal life forms. It reinforces the idea that Khasak is a place where nature and the 

unknown coexist. 

"Ravi walked in the company of ghosts, some consoling, some malevolent, their footfalls mingling with 

the sound of his own. They moved in and out of his memory as he  

walked past old homes and familiars, whispering half-forgotten names in his ears." 
This line portrays the psychological state of the character Ravi as he navigates through Khasak. The mention 

of walking in the company of ghosts represents the presence of memories and past experiences that haunt him. 

The ghosts symbolize the echoes of people and events from Ravi's past, both positive and negative. The 

footfalls mingling with his own suggest that these memories and apparitions are intertwined with his present 

reality. As Ravi walks past old homes and familiars, the ghosts whisper half-forgotten names in his ears, further 

emphasizing the connection between memory, place, and personal history. This line evokes a sense of nostalgia, 

introspection, and the weight of the past, suggesting that Ravi's journey in Khasak involves reconciling with 

his ghosts and confronting unresolved aspects of his life. These additional lines deepen the understanding of 

Khasak’s atmosphere, the enigmatic aspects of its surroundings, and the psychological landscape of the 

characters, enriching the overall narrative of "Legends of Khasak." 
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Space theory in literary analysis provides a lens through which the relationship between literature and 

geography can be explored. In the case of "Legends of Khasak," understanding the spatial dimensions of the 

narrative reveals deeper meanings and cultural contexts embedded within the text. Khasak, the village setting, 

symbolizes societal structures and reflects social hierarchies. The spatial boundaries and divisions within the 

village highlight power dynamics and inequalities. Symbolic landscapes, such as the river and the forest, 

contribute to the overall themes and emotional resonance of the novel. Imagined spaces represent characters' 

aspirations and desires for change. By applying space theory, we gain a comprehensive understanding of how 

geography shapes the narrative, characters, and cultural dynamics of "Legends of Khasak."  

Space theory in literary analysis provides a lens to explore the relationship between literature and geography. 

By examining the spatial dimensions of a text, deeper meanings, and cultural contexts embedded within the 

narrative can be uncovered. In the case of "Legends of Khasak," understanding the spatial aspects of the novel 

is essential for a comprehensive analysis of its themes and characters. Khasak, the village setting in the novel, 

holds symbolic significance. It serves as a microcosm of society, reflecting social hierarchies, power dynamics, 

and cultural traditions prevalent in rural Kerala. Analyzing the physical layout, geographical features, and 

cultural practices of Khasak helps reveal the deeper meanings associated with the space.  

The spatial boundaries within the narrative, such as caste divisions and social spaces, provide insights into 

power dynamics and social hierarchies. The physical layout of the village manifests the social order and 

cultural practices that reinforce it. By examining the spatial separation between different caste groups or the 

restricted access to certain spaces, we gain a deeper understanding of the social divisions and inequalities 

present in Khasak. Symbolic landscapes, such as the river, the forest, and the agricultural fields, play a 

significant role in the novel. These landscapes carry symbolic associations that contribute to the overall 

thematic and emotional resonance of the narrative. Analyzing the characters' interactions with these landscapes 

helps uncover their inner struggles, desires, and transformative journeys. The spatial representation of these 

landscapes reflects the characters' psychological states, their connection to nature, and the larger thematic 

concerns of the novel. 

It also explores imagined spaces and utopian visions. Characters yearn for different places and idealize certain 

spaces as symbols of freedom, fulfillment, or escape from their current circumstances. Analyzing these 

imagined spaces provides insights into the characters' aspirations, their desire for change, and their relationship 

with the physical environment. It sheds light on how spatial imaginaries shape their actions and decisions. By 

applying space theory to the analysis of "Legends of Khasak," we gain a comprehensive understanding of how 

geography shapes the narrative, characters, and cultural dynamics of the novel. Exploring the spatial 

dimensions allows us to uncover deeper meanings, symbolic associations, and cultural contexts that contribute 

to the richness of the text. It enhances our appreciation of the themes, character development, and overall 

artistic vision of the work. 

"Legends of Khasak" by O.V. Vijayan, though originally penned in the Malayalam language, has etched its 

place in the realm of English literature with remarkable significance. Published in 1969, this novel has emerged 

as a literary gem, weaving together profound themes that delve into the essence of human existence, spirituality, 

societal structures, and the yearnings of the human heart. Set in the fictitious village of Khasak nestled within 

the vibrant landscapes of Kerala, India, the narrative revolves around the journey of Ravi, a young teacher in 

search of solace and redemption. As Ravi immerses himself in the tapestry of village life, a myriad of 

compelling characters graces the pages, each wrestling with their inner battles and aspirations. Through their 

stories, the novel unravels the intricate dance between tradition and modernity, caste divisions, religious 

beliefs, and the intricacies of social hierarchies. conclusion 

What elevates "Legends of Khasak" to its prominent place in English literature is its tapestry of words, 

meticulously crafted to resonate with the human soul. The language employed by Vijayan possesses a poetic 

elegance and evocative power, effortlessly capturing the essence of the characters and the landscapes they 

inhabit. With its eloquence, the novel transports readers into a realm where magical realism, mythology, and 

folklore intermingle seamlessly with vivid portrayals of rural life. Beyond its enchanting narrative style, 

"Legends of Khasak" dares to shatter literary conventions, embracing a non-linear and fragmented storytelling 

approach. This audacity challenges readers to traverse unconventional narrative paths, inviting them to explore 

the depths of the human experience. In doing so, the novel has left an indelible mark on the landscape of Indian 

English literature, inspiring future generations of writers to push the boundaries of creative expression.  

At its core, the novel resonates with the universal truths that unite humanity. It ventures into the realms of 

alienation, longing, and the ceaseless quest for meaning that lie at the heart of the human condition. Across 

cultural and linguistic boundaries, the profound themes embedded within "Legends of Khasak" touch the 

depths of the human spirit, fostering a sense of connection and introspection that transcends geographical 

borders. With its thematic richness, exquisite symbolism, and thought-provoking exploration of social and 

cultural dynamics, "Legends of Khasak" has carved a revered place within the tapestry of English literature. 
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Through its translated form, this masterpiece invites readers into a world where language becomes an 

instrument of profound meaning, unraveling the mysteries of life and inviting contemplation on the 

complexities of human existence. 
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